
JFK IN DALLAS 

BOX 8A/FOLDER 4 (Source: All Zimmerman Files, ARRB) 

2. RG 541, Box 2, Folder ?, Notes on pp 2-3 that there were 3 members of Army 

Intelligence members in Dealey Plaza on 11/22. . .See names and military 

positions. .. they were all intelligence connected. . .and Col. Jack Alston Crichton, 

US Army Reserve Intelligence Office. . . .he’s the one who arranged for Marina’s 

Russian interpreter 11/22/’63. . .P. 2 notes that many Dallas police officers had 

Army Intelligence Reserve affiliations---Detective John P. Adamcik and Capt. WP. 

Gannaway. Lt Jack Revill drove that day from Dealey Plaza to police station w. 

member of Army Intelligence. . . 

8. Notes precautions taken due to threat to JFK on his trip to Chicago March 23, 

1963. .. Threat came from a postcard**** p. 2 notes the use of motorcycles to 

flank the limo. . . 6 cycles surrounding the limo. . . .in addition the SS follow-up car 

rode the right rear fender. . . .and the mayor’s follow up car, w/ four detectives 

and SA Lawton, rode the left rear fender.***** Lawton**** This not the Chicago 

trip JFK scheduled for November 1963... .that was cancelled... 

9. As listed. . . .l think | have enough w/ Hague’s piece in Folder 3 in 8A. 

10. Highlights SS (Rowley included) testimony on Pred. protection in HSCA Vol. XI. 

May want to review... 

11. Articles mentioning threats to JFK re: Tampa trip Nov. 1963 four days before 

Dallas. . Arrests were made... 

12 Pay dirt Interview with Winston G. Lawson 1/31/’1978Notes that Lawson 

1953-55 received training as a U.S. Army CIC (counterintelligence agent) at Fort 

Holabird, Maryland. There follows a cv for previous Dallas experience as Lawson’s 

protective experience for a travelling president. . .he had considerable experience 

as listed***(He was 32 at time of Dallas,. . . 

13. As listed. . .useful for any detail re: the aborted JFK Chicago Nov. 1963 

scheduled trip. . . if needed.. Martineau’s interview. . .



JFK IN DALLAS, P. 2 

BOX 8A/ FOLDER 4 

18. Some facts about the windshield of the limo. . . .a bullet hole noted. . . 

17. SS compiled threats to Kennedy from Dallas for 1963. .. innocuous. ...


